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Our 4Rs: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Rot

Our (Re)Generation Action Story:

My group and I before we started this project had little knowledge about how recycling, reducing, rotting, and reusing worked. Once we began going around the school picking up trash we realized just throwing away things in the incorrect place can harm our environment. Our school doesn't even have recycling bins yet, so our first step was to bring up this issue to our principal. Once we spoke to him he asked us to come up with a catchy motto to remind other students the importance of recycling. With this in mind we decided to go one step further and create a poster demonstrating the importance of not only recycling but also reducing, rotting, and reducing. The focal point of our poster definitely still revolves around the impact recycling has on our environment but we still wanted to include the other 3Rs in this project.